
Pikes Farm
Michaelchurch escley • herefordshire



A magical and unspoilt historical setting

These particulars are intended only as a guide and must not be relied 
upon as statements of fact. Your attention is drawn to the Important 

Notice on the last page of the text. 

Pikes Farm
Michaelchurch escley  •  herefordshire

In all about 15.50 acres

Courtyard of Traditional Barns  •  Pretty  Gardens 

Part of land an SSSI  •  Glorious views

Reception Hall  •  drawing room  •  Kitchen   

Utility Room  •  Boot Room  •  Garden Room 

four bedrooms  •  Two bathrooms  •  Shower room  

Hereford  16 miles  •  Hay 7 miles   

Monmouth 26 miles 

(All distances are approximate) 



The Black Mountains  

The flat distinctive ridge of these mountains can be seen 

from a great distance as they cross the western skyline of 

Herefordshire with, at its northern end, Hay Bluff. This is a 

wonderful and peaceful rural area of Herefordshire, steeped 

in the traditions of livestock and hill farming.  Apart from 

a wonderful part of the world to live, it is also perfect for 

walkers, riders and artists as the seasons and colours change. 

The City of Herefordshire and the cultural centre of Hay on 

Wye are all nearby, with local villages such as Peterchurch and 

Madley providing excellent schools and more local needs.

historical Note

In the River Escley Valley, this Grade II Listed house origins 

are supported by dendrochronology which dates its phased 

construction from the  15th Century. 1674 appears to be the 

first record of the Pikes family living and working  at the farm. 

Pikes farm is a true rectangular long house with a major l 

shaped addition in 1561. All exposed timber is oak with much 

reused from site and some dating from the C15th eg the plank 

and muntin wall panelling. The Kitchen ceiling is particularly 

special, being constructed from one single massive and very 

straight tree.



Pikes farm

When the present owners bought the property in 1998, it 

was all but a ruin. Since then the   house and buildings have 

been reroofed, extended in the area of the Boot Room with 

the bedroom above; new windows  installed bar two of the 

original diamond mullioned ones and all have double glazing.  

under floor heating is throughout the ground floor, with most 

being flagstone flooring. it has been rewired and replumbed, 

with a new biodisc drainage system as well as a  spring fed 

water supply with borehole back up and the solar panels 

provide power to the house and  a net income of about £1200 

per annum.

The approach to the house is panoramic.  The drive crosses 

a small stream and continues on past the house through a 

gate into the courtyard. The front door approached along 

flagstone paths is in the corner of the house and leads into the 

large reception hall with its impressive inglenook fireplace 

with bread oven and wood burning stove. To one side is one 

of the spiral stone staircases. The drawing room has a large 

tall window in the gable end allowing panoramic views to the 

mountains to be enjoyed. This room,open to the ridge, also 

has a woodburning stove and a door to the courtyard and one 

to the garden at the front. The Kitchen has a 4 oven AGA and 

electric hob and the second stone spiral staircase. The Utility 

room is fully fitted and the adjoining Boot room leads out 

into the Garden Room and into the courtyard. The Boot Room 

accommodates the oil fired boiler and the shower room is 

adjacent. The main bedroom accessed up the kitchen stairs 

has an open fireplace and ensuite bathroom. There are three 

further bedrooms and a bathroom accessed via the second 

spiral staircase leading from the Reception Hall.

Gardens and outbuildings

To the front and back of the house are the informal gardens 

with stone wall terracing, steps, hedging and borders. The 

courtyard on the west side is formed by an ancient single 

storey stock building and a 4 bay stone barn under a stone 

tiled roof. To the east of the house is a further old stable 

housing some of the water plant.



This plan is for guidance only and must not be relied  
upon as a statement of fact. Attention is drawn to  

the Important Notice.

Barn 2
11.8m x 5.3m
38'8" x 17'3"

Barn 1
10.3m x 4.6m
33'11" x 14'11"
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Sitting room
6.7m x 5.5m
22'0" x 17'11"

F/P
Reception Hall
5.7m x 4.3m
18'9" x 14'2"

Utility
4.1m x 3.1m
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4.4m x 2.8m
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Bedroom
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6.3m x 5.9m
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 Pikes Farm, Michaelchurch Escley, Hereford
APPROXIMATE GROSS INTERNAL FLOOR AREA

Main House = 266sq.m (2,866sq.ft)
Barns = 109sq.m (1,172sq.ft)
Total = 375sq.m (4,038sq.ft)

© ehouse. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited. Drawing ref. dig/8204540/DMS
Denotes restricted head height
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The land

There are three large paddocks all with a southerly aspect. Two 

are divided to include areas of young and mature woodland. 

Two are designated as sssi reflecting their wildflower 

importance. It is felt by some that they comprise one of the 

best wildflower meadows in the county. all the land is in an 

HLS/ELS management plan currently expiring in 2021. At the 

southern end of the lower field is the escley Brook with both 

single and double banks, with adjoining woodland and a pool 

occupying the old mill-pool area. There are two other small 

pools on the property, one being managed specifically for its 

wildlife.

services

Biodisc drainage.  Mains electricity.  Private water supply from 

spring and borehole. oil fired central heating.  solar Panels 

Council Tax G   £2544  2014/15

Fixtures and fittings

The fitted carpets, curtains and light fittings as well as garden 

ornaments  are excluded from the sale, but may be available 

by way of separate negotiations. 

directions (Postcode hr2 0la)

sat Nav will take you via Peterchurch to Maerdy farm. Go past 

this farm and continue on with the entrance to Pikes farm half 

way down the hill on the right hand side.

Viewing

Strictly by appointment through the agents: 

Knight frank  01432 273 087
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